Chapter 22 - Entry #1

**Website name:** Finding Precedent: The Impeachment of Andrew Johnson (sub-page of HarpWeek)

**Website URL:** [http://www.impeach-andrewjohnson.com](http://www.impeach-andrewjohnson.com)

**Annotation** (description):

This page on the *Harp Week* website deals primarily with the presidency and impeachment of Andrew Johnson and also with the relevant circumstances and people surrounding this topic. This corresponds to the material on pages 494-495 of our textbook. The content revolves around selections from *Harper’s Weekly*, one of the most influential publications during the Reconstruction period. It contains a well-organized array of explanations of key issues, impeachment arguments, biographies of leading figures, and other helpful articles.

**Site summary** (academic, navigation, strengths, and weaknesses): This site is well-organized and fairly easy to navigate, although a sidebar menu might make navigation easier. The scholarly level seems quite high, as the site claims that scholar-indexers thoroughly researched all the articles, cartoons, etc. published from 1865-1869. *John Adler* is the publisher of the Harp Week site. I found the "special index" of arguments for and against impeachment particularly interesting. This site seems to be a fine example of an excellent online academic resource.

Chapter 23 - Entry #2

**Website name:** ....You get the idea! If you’d like you can use this same format.

**Website URL:**

**Annotation:**

**Site summary:**